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AN OVERVIEW 
OF THE 

RESEARCH

We conducted a mixed method (qualitative and 
quantitative) study targeting participants between the 
ages 19-60 to track their digital devices and application 
usage during the Covid-19 pandemic.

WHAT WE DID
WHAT WE COLLECTED2

4

WHAT WE INFERRED 

WHAT WE FOUND

3
1. The digital bandwagon is here to 

stay.

2. Apps will see an organic shift in 
their value prop.

3. Nurturing positivity will be a new 
“job-to-be-done”.

1. In spite of phones being the primary 
communication medium, 
work-from-home has made people 
gravitate towards the bigger screens of 
laptops for critical tasks around work and 
e-learning. 

2. From virtual parties to office team 
meetings to medical consultations, 
online applications have become the 
answer to all the lockdown-imposed 
restrictions that have come up in the last 
year.

3. In the midst of lockdown blues, apps 
that support mental and emotional 
wellbeing are also gaining traction.

1
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● 14 video interviews

● 147 audio recordings

● 12 live chats

● 183 photographs

● 83 survey responses
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As India adjusts to a new way of life during Covid-19, it is hard to ignore the impact digital media has had on 
how we engage with a world in varying stages of a lockdown.. Consumers have had to change their lifestyles 
significantly as social distancing, working from home, closed schools and canceled travel/events have disrupted 
daily routines. 

According to the Times of India, monthly downloads of the video calling application, Zoom, which was used by 
Indian schools and offices to conduct online classes and meetings, increased 17 fold from 5,00,000 in February 
2020 to over 8.7 million, during the lockdown. Similarly, Houseparty, which was used by friends and family to 
play games and talk to each other, saw a number of monthly active users increase about 16 times to 3,28,000 
during the same period. 

Similarly, according to the Business Times, before the lockdown, social media usage of an Indian was on an 
average 150 minutes a day. After the lockdown was imposed, this figured jumped a whooping 87% to 280 
minutes per day. 
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https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/mobile-apps-usage-spikes-in-lockdown/articleshow/75148768.cms
https://www.businesstoday.in/technology/news/coronavirus-87-percent-increase-in-social-media-usage-amid-lockdown-indians-spend-4-hours-on-facebook-whatsapp/story/399571.html


While trends on digitization clearly indicate an upward shift towards digital 
adoption, little is said about the changing intents and goals of consumers 
leveraging different devices and apps during the lockdown. In other words:
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● How has the lifestyle shift since Covid impacted how people use 
different devices? 

● Which online applications are winners and losers during the lockdown? 

Why? 

● Why are people online so much? 

● What other impact has increased digitization had in people’s lives? 

WHAT WE ASKED

of our 83 survey participants said 
they started using Zoom during 
the lockdown.

35%
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Photographs

163

Audio
Recordings

147

Survey 
Responses

83

Video
Interviews

14

Live Chats

12
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We selected 14 participants 
between the ages of 19-60, 
from a sample size of 83 
survey respondents. 

We interacted with this 
group over a month 
(September 2020) to track 
their digital devices and 
application usage during the 
Covid-19 pandemic. Many 
patterns we uncovered 
transcended age 
boundaries. 

WHAT WE COLLECTED
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In the midst of lockdown blues, apps 
and online experiences that support 
mental and emotional wellbeing are 

also gaining traction.
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KEY INSIGHTS

From virtual parties to office team 
meetings to medical consultations, 

online applications have become the 
answer to all the lockdown-imposed 
restrictions that have come up in the 

last year.

In spite of phones being the primary 
communication medium, 

work-from-home has made people 
gravitate towards the bigger screens 

of laptops for critical tasks around 
work and e-learning. 

PEOPLE ARE SEEKING COPING 
MECHANISMS.

APPS ARE HAVING A FIELD 
DAY.

LAPTOP PURCHASES ARE SET 
TO INCREASE.
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DEVICES
THEME 1
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No break from 
screens. 

Participants spent more time 
on their laptops and phones 
during Covid-19 than they ever 
had before. Device usage 
increased for everything from 
socializing to working and 
entertainment.

/screentime

THEME 1 - DEVICES

STAT BEAT CHAT BEAT NEXT INSIGHTVIDEO BEAT

of the participants 
reported an increase in 
phone usage.

36%of the participants 
reported an increase in 
laptop usage.

50%
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Participants spent more time 
on their laptops and phones 
during Covid-19 than they ever 
had before. Device usage 
increased for everything from 
socializing to working and 
entertainment.

/screentime

THEME 1 - DEVICES

STAT BEAT CHAT BEAT NEXT INSIGHTVIDEO BEAT

I use my phone and laptop more often ever since the lockdown started. Earlier I 
had places to go every now and then, people to meet on weekends and events 
to work in, so much was there to be done outdoor before the lockdown was 
imposed. Now being home almost all the time has hiked the usage of both 
devices.

I’m almost on my phone/laptop all day. I 
used to go out before, so I had things to pay 
attention to instead of my phone. Since 
lockdown, phone and laptop are my only 
source of outside world.

My screen time 
has become 
more… either i’m 
on my phone or 
laptop.

Has there been any change in screen time 
since the lockdown began?

No break from 
screens. 

MY DIGITAL LIFE 
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Participants spent more time 
on their laptops and phones 
during Covid-19 than they ever 
had before. Device usage 
increased for everything from 
socializing to working and 
entertainment.

/screentime

THEME 1 - DEVICES

STAT BEAT CHAT BEAT NEXT INSIGHTVIDEO BEAT

No break from 
screens. 

MY DIGITAL LIFE 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1ygj3ueBiMHvlyFc7xnSTVjtsqGMPnwRl/preview
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THEME 1 - DEVICES

/jobtobedone

Given a choice, participants 
preferred using their phones 
over laptops. Laptops, 
however, have bigger screens 
which is much more 
conducive for intense 
reading/working activities.

Laptop is for 
work, phone is for 
socializing.

PICTURE BEATSTAT BEAT CHAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

6 out of 14 participants said there is an increase in their laptop usage due to work commitments/ 
online classes since the lockdown. 

9 out of 14 participants said they prefer using a phone over laptop, since it is easier to carry around.
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THEME 1 - DEVICES

/jobtobedone

During lockdown the usage of my laptop 
has increased a lot as compared to phone 
as i used to get bored so I involved myself 
alot into webinars and online courses due 
to which i started using laptop more 
rather than using my phone

Phone is usually to pass my 
time..replying to texts..checking 
social media...calling my friends.

Can you tell me little about your phone and 
laptop usage during the lockdown?

Scroll instagram on my phone 
when i’m bored...helps me keep in 

touch with people...to see what 
people are up to.Laptop is for 

work, phone is for 
socializing.

PICTURE BEATSTAT BEAT CHAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

Given a choice, participants 
preferred using their phones 
over laptops. Laptops, 
however, have bigger screens 
which is much more 
conducive for intense 
reading/working activities.
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THEME 1 - DEVICES

PICTURE BEATSTAT BEAT CHAT BEAT

Laptop is for 
work, phone is for 
socializing.

Pictures of 9 participants using different devices on a usual morning between 9am to 11am.

1208

Using WhatsApp on the 
phone

Using Gaana on the  phone

Using Zoom on the laptop
Using MoneyControl on the  

laptop
Using Microsoft Outlook  on 

the laptop

Using Core banking 
software on laptop

Using Instagram on the 
phone

Using Microsoft Teams on 
the laptop

VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

Given a choice, participants 
preferred using their phones 
over laptops. Laptops, 
however, have bigger screens 
which is much more 
conducive for intense 
reading/working activities.

/jobtobedone

Listening to songs on the 
phone

MY DIGITAL LIFE 
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THEME 1 - DEVICES

Laptop is for 
work, phone is for 
socializing.

Given a choice, participants 
preferred using their phones 
over laptops. Laptops, 
however, have bigger screens 
which is much more 
conducive for intense 
reading/working activities.

PICTURE BEATSTAT BEAT CHAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

/jobtobedone
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Apps have opened a world of 
new possibilities for participants 
during the lockdown. Some apps 
like YouTube were repurposed 
for educational needs. Other 
apps overcame limitations of 
travel and social distancing 
associated with the lockdown, 
like Practo for setting up doctor’s 
appointments. 

/convenience

Apps have made 
life easy for 
everyone.

THEME 2 - ONLINE APPS
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VIDEO BEAT

Social media Mobile 
entertainment

School/work related

30%

19%

29%

Others

22%

In the last 7 days, which of these online services did you use the most? 

STAT BEAT AUDIO BEAT NEXT INSIGHTMY DIGITAL LIFE 
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THEME 2 - ONLINE APPS

NEXT INSIGHTSTAT BEAT AUDIO BEAT

Apps have made 
life easy for 
everyone.

/convenience

Apps have opened a world of new 
possibilities for participants 
during the lockdown. Some apps 
like YouTube were repurposed for 
educational needs. Other apps 
overcame limitations of travel and 
social distancing associated with 
the lockdown, like Practo for 
setting up doctor’s appointments. 

“My grandfather needs consultation from the 
doctor… he has an appointment at 10:30, on Practo, 
so I was using it to chat with the doctor”

Click here to hear participants talk about 

MY DIGITAL LIFE 

#
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UPtegnU6SE2WObqrKJ5JOVBPMiX56l6r/view?usp=sharing


/appsupport

THEME 2 - ONLINE APPS
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VIDEO BEATSTAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

of the participants said they would try to 
figure it out by themselves.

78%
Complicated app? 
DIY is the way to 
go.

Most participants said they 
would first try to figure out a 
complicated app by themselves 
by researching on Google or 
else YouTube for step-by-step 
instructions. In rare cases, they 
might ask a friend or someone 
they know who has previously 
used the application. 
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Most participants said they 
would first try to figure out a 
complicated app by themselves 
by researching on Google or 
else YouTube for step-by-step 
instructions. In rare cases, they 
might ask a friend or someone 
they know who has previously 
used the application. 
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VIDEO BEATSTAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

8 out of 14 participants prefer Google since they find written instructions easier to follow. 

6 out of 14 participants prefer Youtube since they find visual instructions to follow. 

/appsupport

Complicated app? 
DIY is the way to 
go.
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VIDEO BEATSTAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

Most participants said they 
would first try to figure out a 
complicated app by themselves 
by researching on Google or 
else YouTube for step-by-step 
instructions. In rare cases, they 
might ask a friend or someone 
they know who has previously 
used the application. 

/appsupport

Complicated app? 
DIY is the way to 
go.

MY DIGITAL LIFE 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1uejH71J-ydto62x-p5SG4uFDVZF5nyA3/preview
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THEME 2 - ONLINE APPS

NEXT INSIGHTVIDEO BEAT

/popularity

Participants across all age 
groups are using WhatsApp for 
office/school communication as 
well as general socializing. 
Interestingly, self-employed 
professionals and students are 
repurposing social media apps 
much more than 
company-employed 
professionals working from 
home.

WhatsApp is the 
winner for online 
communication.

MY DIGITAL LIFE 

https://docs.google.com/file/d/15miZHIPIZ8DPDgi_F1wezv-G2CnFQ652/preview
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NEXT INSIGHTSTAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT

Grocery and food 
delivery apps are 
the biggest losers. 

/popularity

Participants drastically cut 
down on grocery shopping 
and food delivery apps during 
the lockdown. They preferred 
shopping for fresh produce 
and eating home cooked 
meals. Read Poocho's 
in-depth analysis of this 
behavior change here.

Grocery and food 
delivery

Retail Online payments

40%

15%

19%

Others

26%

In the last 7 days, which of these online services did you use the least?

MY DIGITAL LIFE 
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THEME 2 - ONLINE APPS

NEXT INSIGHTSTAT BEAT VIDEO BEAT

Grocery and food 
delivery apps are 
the biggest losers. 

/popularity

Participants drastically cut 
down on grocery shopping 
and food delivery apps during 
the lockdown. They preferred 
shopping for fresh produce 
and eating home cooked 
meals. Read Poocho's 
in-depth analysis of this 
behavior change here.
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LOCKDOWN 
BLUES

THEME 3
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THEME 3 - LOCKDOWN BLUES

CHAT BEAT

“Busy” takes on 
new meaning. 

/lifestyle

The shift to online consumption and 
interaction has made life seem full 
and “hectic” for many participants. 
Those in college are now juggling 
classes, assignments and 
friendships online, often on the 
same platforms. Older participants 
with their own businesses have 
adopted digital channels for 
communication and distribution. 

NEXT INSIGHTVIDEO BEAT

It sounds like your daily life is pretty hectic. Is that a 
fair assumption?
Yes. Because the nature of work has changed.
Since the lockdown?
To keep the business afloat, coming up with new 
products, stay in touch with clients. 

My daily schedule has been really busy 
lately
Why is that?
It is like that because my college started and 
due to the lockdown restrictions it had to 
start with online classes

MY DIGITAL LIFE 
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THEME 3 - LOCKDOWN BLUES

CHAT BEAT

/lifestyle

The shift to online consumption and 
interaction has made life seem full 
and “hectic” for many participants. 
Those in college are now juggling 
classes, assignments and friendships 
online, often on the same platforms. 
Older participants with their own 
businesses have adopted digital 
channels for communication and 
distribution. 

NEXT INSIGHTVIDEO BEAT

“Busy” takes on 
new meaning. 

MY DIGITAL LIFE 
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The Covid 19 induced lockdown 
restrictions made it hard for 
people of all age groups to meet 
friends, go out for entertainment 
and refresh themselves from 
their hectic lives. Online 
applications helped some 
participants deal with such 
hardships and cope up with the 
lockdown.

/wellbeing

THEME 3 - LOCKDOWN BLUES
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VIDEO BEATAUDIO BEAT NEXT INSIGHT

App usage is also 
about mental 
wellbeing. “I was on playstore and I saw this application… it 

helps build positive thoughts and helps keep 
positivity in my life… since pandemic is going on I 
have nothing to do… it gives you small tasks every 
day… that really helps you go along with the 
day...”

Click here to hear participants talk about 
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18xAK7IhL8o2IAwT_OTSIWK1FC9Xq_KzR/view?usp=sharing


In the midst of lockdown blues, apps 
and online experiences that support 
mental and emotional wellbeing are 

also gaining traction.
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KEY INSIGHTS

From virtual parties to office team 
meetings to medical consultations, 

online applications have become the 
answer to all the lockdown-imposed 
restrictions that have come up in the 

last year.

In spite of phones being the primary 
communication medium, 

work-from-home has made people 
gravitate towards the bigger screens 

of laptops for critical tasks around 
work and e-learning. 

PEOPLE ARE SEEKING COPING 
MECHANISMS.

APPS ARE HAVING A FIELD 
DAY.

LAPTOP PURCHASES ARE SET 
TO INCREASE.
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The lockdown has ushered in a mass shift to digital resources 
and services. In this study, participants across the age spectrum 
(19-60) were spending more time online. 

For bricks and mortar-based businesses, having a digital 
footprint through a website, online store, online support, etc. will 
be quintessential to how they continue to engage with their 
audience in post-Covid times. 

// THE RESEARCH COMPANY

The digital bandwagon is 
here to stay. 

#godigital #onlineservices #accesstoeverythingonline

1/

RECOMMENDATIONS
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Participants are repurposing apps to serve new needs arising as 
a result of the lockdown. For example, YouTube might be an 
entertainment app but it is now also an educational app for 
home-schooling and self-learning. 

Particularly social media app makers should remain alert to the 
novel ways in which users will leverage their apps. This can help 
them uncover new markets for sustained growth. 

// THE RESEARCH COMPANY

Apps will see an organic 
shift in their value prop.

#apps #valueprop #jobtobedone #socialmedia

2/

RECOMMENDATIONS
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As interactions move online at increasing speed, participants will 
paradoxically seek out apps that promote mental wellbeing and 
internal positivity. 

There is room for new apps in the marketplace that prioritize 
emotional and mental wellbeing, or in the least offer more 
personalized experiences that focus on building positivity in a 
post-Covid era.

// THE RESEARCH COMPANY

Nurturing positivity will be a 
new “job-to-be-done.”

#wellbeing #lifestyle #mentalhealth  

3/

RECOMMENDATIONS
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- Covid-19 has accelerated India’s digital reset
(World Economic Forum 2020)
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/08/covid-19-has-accelerated-india-s-digital-reset/

- Coronavirus: 87% increase in social media usage amid lockdown; Indians spend 4 hours on Facebook, WhatsApp
(Business Today 2020)
https://www.businesstoday.in/technology/news/coronavirus-87-percent-increase-in-social-media-usage-amid-lockdown-indians-spend-4-h
ours-on-facebook-whatsapp/story/399571.html

- Mobile apps usage spikes in lockdown
(Time of India 2020)
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/business/india-business/mobile-apps-usage-spikes-in-lockdown/articleshow/75148768.cms
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https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2020/04/07/technology/coronavirus-internet-use.html?auth=link-dismiss-google1tap
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